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XSV. An Experiment on Molecidav Gyvoscopic Action. By J. W. FISHER, B.Sc., 
King’s College, London. 

RIXXIYED 3IARCl1 13, 1922, 

(COJIlILXICATBD BY PRoi:. 0.  IY. RIcl1ARI:SOS.) 

ABSTRACT. 
Starting from tlie inference, pointed out by 0. W. Ricliardsoii on the basis of electron 

theory, that the magnetization of a substance implies a moment of momentum about 
the axis of magnetization, the consequences of applying a rotating magnetic field to  a 
specimen of magnetic inaterial are analysed. 

It is shown that magnetization in a direction transverse to  the plane of the rotating 
field should result, in  sense related to  the direction of rotation of the field by the left- 
hand screw rule ; and proportional in intensity to  the first power of the angular velocity 
of the field arid the susceptibility of tlie material. 

Experimental tests were made, using a magnetometer, but without success, disturbing 
effects having not as yet been eliminated. 

ACCORDING to  the electron theory the niagiictization of a substance implies a moment 
of momentuiii about the asis of magnetization due to a resultant rotation of the 
electrons in one sense. This consequence was first pointed out, in connection with 
the electron theory, by 0. R. Richardson* who found for the moment of momentuni 
U per unit volume, taking account of both positivc and negative electrons, t h e  
value 

where 11 and l i t  are the masses of the positive and negative electrons respectively, 
E and e their charges, d and a the average values of the projections of the areas of 
the orbits perpendicular to  the axis of magnetization divided by the times in  which 
they are described. I ,  here denotes the intensity of magnetization. Let us assume 
that the magnetization arises entirely from the orbital motion of negative electrons, 
so that we can write 

u2 = 2  !! I z  
e 

Suppose no\v that a magnetizable substance is placed in a rotating magnctic 
field of strength H ,  Uhich in  the diagram we suppose revolving in the plane J J X  with 
uniform angular velocity Q. If  at any instant it coincides in direction with O ~ J ,  
then by the above relation thcrc \ d l  be a moment of momentum about that axis 

equal to  2 I , .  On account of the rotation of H, however, the rate of change of this 

moment of momentum about the pcrpendicular asis o x  will be 2 - I!,Q, so that 

thcrc ~ l iou ld ,  by the coiiscrvation of angular momentum, bc a iiicchanical couplc 
of this amouiit acting on the inatcrial and tcnding to  turn it about the asis OX. The 
material, ho\vc.icr, being fiscd, and the ficld revolving, the clcmcntary inagiiets 

* Ricliurtlson, I’hys. Iter.,  Vol. S S V I . ,  11, 248 (1908). 
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must, in part at any rate, revolve with the field, and the more so the stronger the 
magnetizing field (as is shown by the falling off of the hystcresis in strong rotating 
ficlds). &’e should expect, then, the magnetic axes of the elemcntary magnets to 
be deflected, under the directive force of the above-mentioned gyrostatic couplc, 
in a direction perpendicular to  the plane of rotation of the field, thus giving rise to 
a transverse intensity of magnetization. For the case of revolving negative electrons 
this transverse field will be directed in a left-handed screw sense with the direction 
of rotation of the external field. 

To calculate the magnitude of this transverse intensity we introduce a co- 
ordinate system x’ y’ z’ revolving with the field, and we suppose the field H to  l ) ~  

Y 

FIG. 1. FIG.  2. 

always directed along the oy‘ axis. AI being the moment of momentum of an ele- 
mentary magnet of magnetic moment m we have 

(1) d I = 2 -  m . . . . . . . . . . . . .  172 

C 

We have, i n  a fixed co-ordinate system x ,  y, z ,  such that 02 a id  02’ al\vayj 
coincide, dM/dt=C, where C is the moment of the external faces. Denoting 
differentiation with respect to  the time by d’ldt, in the rotating systcm wc can write 

C1 bcing the vector angular relocity. For C, however. we write 

and thcrefore from (2) and (3) 
. . . . . . . . . . .  C=[H,mj (3) 

. (4) 
Li” l 1 Z  m 
tit C e 
=kH, m]-[n, dl]=[H,m]-[2-.Q, m]=[H-2 - C l ,  m] . 

\\’e arc now dealing with thc rotating system, and have no longer any relative 
i.oLation of H to consider. The expression (4) gives the couple acting on an elementary 
iii:ignet in  the rotating systcni, and UT see that thc equivalent field is given by 

H - 2  R ; is directed along the axis of rotation oz and is therefore perpendicular 

: o  H. The vector H-2 - 13 has a fixcd dircction in the planc y’oz, and makes an 

a i i g ~ ~ ,  (1 wit11 HsucIi that (i==t:ui-1(2 - -- In the rotating system the direction of 
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this vector will determine the axis of magnetization, and so there will be a transverse 
component parallel to the axis of rotation. The magnitude of the equivalent 
field does not differ appreciably from H ; therefore, if I is the resultant intensity, 

the transverse component will be I z = I .  sin a d .  u=I. 2 - - .  

the transverse magnetization 

qyt Q 
L! H' since U is small. 

I / H  is, however, the susceptibility k of the material, and so we have finally for 

(5) 
vz 
e 

1,=2 Rk . , . . . . , . . . . 
To be sure the force a t  a point in the interior of a substance in  a magnetizing 

field H is not H ,  but H+4nI+X,  where I is the intensity of magnetization and X 
is the force due to the magnets in the immediate vicinity of the point under con- 
sideration. The latter vanishes in the case of fortuitous or regular cubic distri- 
butions of the elementary magnets,* and we may in any case, as a first approxima- 

tion, write it proportional to I ,  so that the total force becomes Hf [-- + p )  I .  

?'ne justification for considering only the part H in the expression for the couple 
depends on the fact that the second component, being determined by the polarization 
I ,  has the same direction as I and consequentlydoes not oppose a general rotation 
of the magnetic axis in the same sense. H is the only force independent of the 
orientation of the axes of the molecular magnets, and in the case under consideration 
H and I are no longer coincident but are inclined to one another a t  the angle a. 

The effect being proportioixil to ki t  is clearly best to experiment with a material 
having a maximum possible value of k ,  i.e.,iron, and to work with fields for which 
k attains its greatest value. Precisely the same formula gives the intensity in 
Barnett's experiments on magnetization by rotation, but in this case the suscepti- 

bility k corresponds t o  small field strengths of the order 2 -- Q, and is, therefore, 

according to the well-known curves for iron, considerably smaller than that corre- 
sponding to  an external magnetizing field of the order of 1 Gauss or thereabouts, 
such as can be applied in the method described. From the results given by Barnett 
in one of his Papers? it appears that the susceptibility (including end effects) is about 
5 for these small fields. \Ve can. on  the other hand, with field strengths of the order 
of 1 Gauss, easily reach values of k of 100-150, or, say 20 times as large, and herein 
lies the chief advantage of the above method. I t  possesses on the other hand a 
considerable disadvantage in that the large primary field can very easily give rise 
to strong fields very much greater than that due to the effect in  question, and in the 
trials made I have not succeeded in climiiiating these spurious effrcts with the 
apparatus which was available. 

Expeviiireiifnl 2esfs.-In order to eliminate the stray fields as much as possible 
the rotating field $vas produced by two alternating currents differing in phase by 
90" and exciting two suitably dispojed clectro-magnets, the specimen itself being a 
rectangular bar of soft iron passing between the pole-pieces of the magnets. In  
this casc, thcorctically a t  any rate, the mean value of the stray fields should be 

* H. 1. Lorentz, Theory of Electrons, p. 306. 
7 Barnett ,  Phys. Key.,  VI., 1915, p. ' io .  
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zero. I t  was soyght to detect with a magnetometer a variation in thc longitudinal 
magnetization of the rod, due to the effect in question, on changing the direction 
of rotation of the field, in which case the change in intensity of magnetization should 
be twice that given by the above formula. 

I t  was, however, impossible to  make any observatioils, as the irregular dis- 
turbances were at  best about twenty times that of the effect looked for, a id  appeared 
t o  be due in almost equal measure to  varying external fields and to  variations in the 
alternating currents exi t ing the magnets. .I couple of ancient single-phase alter- 
nators (frequency 50 *), coupled together with 90" phase difference, had to  be used 
as generators, and the irregularities of the alternating currellts followed, no doubt, 
from fluctuations of the exciting currents, which were derived from the mains, and 
to commutating action at  the slip-rings due to  bad contact and unevenuess. No 
appreciable advantage was found to  follow from fitting several brushes to each slip- 
ring. As the rectification of these deficiencies involved setting up the apparatus 
anew in a more favourable position and with a more suitable generator, the experi- 
ments had, a t  any rate for the time being, to be abandoned. 

In conclusion, I wish t o  express my best thanks to Professor Richardson for 
his interest in the problem, and for the opportunity afforded to  carry out the 
experiments in the Wheatstone laboratory. 

DISCUSSION. 
Dr. E. H. RAYSER alluded t o  the esperimental difficulties occasioned by the distortim i f 

the  magnetic flus, owingpartlgto eddy currents in tht i ron barand p r t l y a l s o t o  the ncn-unifcini 
distribution of magnetic flus along the bar, only the middle section of Tvhich vould be espoxd 
t o  the magnetising field, The time-variation of the field-strength could be niinimised by using 
a single alternator with polyphase windings and stationary armature, slip-rings being a b e n 1  
in this case from the magnetising circuits. An escellent machine of this kind belonging to  the 
National Physical Laboratory might perhaps be placed a t  the Author's disposal. 

Dr. L. SIMOXS referred t o  some research he had seen last July being carried on in the Physics 
laboratory a t  Bristol. In this case an iron wire was hung yertically by means of a fibre fixtd 
t o  its end. When a vertical magnetic field was put  on, the wire esperienced a momentary rotating 
couple. Elaborate precautions were necessary to  eliminate disturbing factors, such as lack of 
symmetry and electric trains which otherwise masked the effect under investigation. It seemed 
as though hlr. Yisher were looking for an effect of the same order of magnitude, and that 
consequently similar difficulties in the elimination of disturbing factors would arise. 

Dr. D. O\vt?:~ inquired as to  the magnitude of the effect to  be ohserred. If it vere large enough 
the errors could be suppressed by using a substance of lower permeability than iron, and pre- 
ferably a non-conductor of electricity whkh would be free from eddy currents. It might then 
be of advantage to  employ high-frequency fields, since the effect t o  be measured is proportional 
t o  thc frequency. 

Prof. 0. W. R I C I I A R ~ S O X ,  replying on behalf of the author, t.hanket1 Dr. R a p e r  for his 
kiud offer of a suitable alternator, of which advantage \\-onid be taken jvhen time permitted. 
He thought that  the effect of eddy currents had been fully considered by thc author, althonph. 
the latter had not mentioned the fact in his Paper. The esperiments of Prof,  Chattocl; and 
l f r .  Bates, referred to  b y  Dr. Sinmiis, aitnerl t o  measure the rotatory niechanical inlpulse cncscd 
by mapetisatiou which Prof. Ilichardson attempted t o  detect esperimentnlly, and macle cnl -  
culations about, in 1908. The effect vhich Mr, l?isher had sought t o  detect v a s  of a sonievhat 
inore complex nature, but it \vas clearly a drvelopment of the s a u e  order of idens. The usc Of 

higher frequencies, snggested liy Dr. O w n ,  \rould accentuate the difficulties introduced by e d d y  
currents, so that, in usiug conducting substances a t  any rate, there n.oulcl be  a certain optiniuiii 
frequency at. which t o  ivork. The magnitude of the effect nould not be escessiwly small, thouRI1 
its ineasureinent woiild be a delicate matter. Under the conditions referred to in the Paper it 
would bc some 20 or 30 times as great as the eflect detected by Uarnett, xl?ich is the conl'erx 
of the rotatory impulse effect duc to  magnetisation. 


